Abstract: Variable window width kernel density estimators, with the width varying proportionally to the square root of the density, have been thought to have superior asymptotic properties. The rate of convergence has been claimed to be as good as those typical for higher order kernels, which makes the variable width estimators more attractive because no adjustment is needed to handle the negativity usually entailed by the latter. However, in a recent paper, Scott and Terrell show that in one important case, the rate is no where near as good as expected. In this paper, we characterize situations where the fast rate is valid, and also give rates for a variety of cases where they are slower. In addition, a modification of the usual variable window width estimator is proposed, which does have the earlier claimed rates of convergence.
Introduction
There are many curve estimation problems where it is intuitively clear that it would be desirable to use different amounts of smoothing at different locations. Since it provides a simple setting in which to study the main ideas, most of the research on this topic has been done in the context of kernel density estimation.
A useful mathematical structure for understanding this problem involves consideration of using independent, identically distributed observations, Xl'...,X n , from a probability density f(x), in an attempt to estimate f. The (global bandwidth) kernel estimator of f is~-1 n f(xlh) = n }; Kh(x-X.), (1.1)
where K is a kernel function, taken here to be a symmetric probablility density, and the parameter h, often called bandwidth or window width, controls the scale in the sense .
Kh(y) = K(y/h)/h. See Section 2.4 of Silverman (1986) for good motivation, and intuitive discussion, of this estimator.
Bandwidth variation, Le. allowing the bandwidth to be different at different locations, is typically done in one of two ways, but see Wand, Marron and Ruppert (1991) for another approach based on transformations. The first of these usual methods involves allowing h to depend on x, and the most common choice of h(x) involves nearest neighbor ideas, see Mack and Rosenblatt (1979) and Hall (1983) . While this method can yield improvements, and has a definite intuitive appeal, these improvements have been relatively minor compared to the dramatic improvements shown for allowing h to depend instead on Xi'
When these ideas are studied asymptotically, as n~(I), h~0, it is often enough to consider the rate of convergence of the bias, because all these variations on the kernel estimator have variances of the same order n-lh- In section 2 of this paper, we establish conditions which ensure that the bias rate of h 4 is correct. It is seen that the tail of f needs to be nearly so heavy that the third moment does not exist. The bias rate of convergence is also quantified, in terms of tail conditions on f, in many cases where the rate is slower than h4. In particular, an asymptotic representation is given for the bias, which has several terms, one of which is the same as found in the previous works. But the other terms are dominant in many important cases. When f has roughly polynomial tails, these latter terms dominate when the tails of f(x) go down more rapidly than x-4, These latter terms always dominate when f has exponential tails.
In section 3, we present an "ideal" means of fixing the location adaptive estimator, to give the previously advertised rates, under more reasonable conditions, based on a type of truncation of the kernel function. The estimator is "ideal" in the sense that it still makes use of the unknown density in the bandwidth function.
The ideal estimator is made practical in Section 4, where the idea of substituting a pilot kernel estimate into the bandwidth function is investigated. It is seen that this does have an effect on the limiting distribution, but that the data adaptive version still has the same fast rates of convergence.
Asymptotic Bias Analysis
The modification of the estimator (1.1) discussed in this section, allows the window width h to vary with the kernel center, Xi' according to the inverse of the square root of the density. In particular, define
where
Of course this estimator is not useful in practice because f is unknown, but Hall and Marron (1988) have shown that when a pilot estimate is used, the asymptotic performance is essentially equivalent in a useful sense. As this idealized -estimator f exhibits the technical problems discovered by Scott and Terrell, it is the focus in this section.
We consider two types of underlying densities, those with regularly varying tails and those with exponentially decreasing tails. In the first case the defining criterion is I~K(y)dy = 0 for~= 1,3
First we treat the context of (2.2), and let \ = \(h) denote a solution of the equation 
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The extra, very troublesome, bias terms for the estimator f, made precise in the last section, may be viewed as coming from extreme tail observations. One would suspect that this problem could be avoided, if the effect of far away data points could be eliminated.
One means of eliminating this effect has already been proposed by Abramson (1982) , who replaced hi' in (2.1), by h[f(X i )V(f(x)/10)]. Analysis as in this section, shows that this modification does indeed yield a bias which is asymptotically equal to only the first term given in Theorem 2, without unnatural heavy tail conditions.
However, for to get the main ideas accross as simply as possible, we work here with a different modification, for which it is straighforward to adapt the methods, and also the main lessons of Hall and Marron (1988) . In particular, define where as above, Ef(xlh)
This, together with Theorem 3.1 gives
Therefore the minimizer in h of (3.3) is asymptotic to a constant multiple of n-1/9, and the best Mean Squared Error is of the order n-8/9.
It is also straightforward to see that f satisfies a Central Limit Theorem. In particular, when n -+ III with h -+ 0 and nh -+ Ill, f(xl h) -E{f(xl h)} is asymptotically normal, with zero mean and variance satisfying (3.2).
The case where h is a random variable, denoted h, as in data driven bandwidth selection, is also readily treated. If we add to our conditions on K the assumption that K is continuously differentiable, and if the bandwdith h satisfies n 1 / 9 h -+ c 6 in probability (some c 6 E(0,111)), then arguments of Abramson (1982) may be adapted to show that f(xlh) = f(xlcn-1 / 9 ) + op(n-1 / 9 ).
Note that in general the estimate f(xl h) will have an integral less than one, and hence not be density. However this effect will vanish asymptotically, and is easily adjusted for in situations where this poses any difficulty.
An adaptive improved variable window estimator
The ideal estimator f(xl h) discussed in the last section has good asymptotic properties, but can not used in practice, since it still makes use of the unknown density f(x). In this section we analyze the obvious idea of using a "pilot" kernel estimator in the place of f.
A A For this, let f(xlh 1 ) denote the ordinary kernel estimator given in (1.1), using a A A data driven bandwidth hI" Assume that hI is "good" in the sense that for some a> 0, P[n-a <n 1 / 5 h 1 <n~-. 1. 
